This article proposes historical precedents for policies which support journalism enterprises that serve populations 'on the move' using communications networks and technologies. A contemporary case study is used to support an economic argument that there is a rationale for continued governmental intervention in journalism in the sphere of the international and domestic movement of passengers, cargo and discrete groups of linked individuals. It concludes that this sphere represents a valuable productivity opportunity for Australia which the Federal Government should exploit.
Introduction
Journalists and news publishers have spent the past 15 years chasing audiences down rabbit holes. Where once audiences were to be found in clearly defined groups and locations, disruptive technologies ? most recently, mobile devices and applications ? have been viewed as splintering these audiences into smaller and smaller groups (Thorn 2009 [6] , 431), disappearing down narrower and narrower holes. The most mobile so far, the iPhone and other 'smart phones', have reduced this granularity to singularity and made the news consumption experience appear to be an individual one, not a communal one.
This article reports on a rare but promising instance in which the rabbit hole has become a looking glass, and in which the singularising effects of mobile digital technologies have been used to identify and cultivate larger more viable communities of news consumers, which can then ironically be reassigned New York University's Professor Jay Rosen's epithet 'the people formerly known as the audience' (Rosen 2006 [7] , n.p.).
Based on this instance, we revisit historical data about how government support for media enterprises in the 18 to20 centuries was effective in promoting sustainable communities and productive media enterprises in the United States, Australia and the United Kingdom, to suggest a policy initiative relevant to Australia's National Broadband Network and its international equivalents. (Kielbowicz 2009 [9] , 400).
To qualify for the second class, a publication had to (1) appear at regular intervals at least four times a year: (2) come from a known office of publication; (3) consist of printed sheets without substantial binding; and (4) disseminate 'information of a public character, or be devoted to literature, the sciences, arts, or some special industry, and having a legitimate list of subscribers
Excluded were publications 'designed primarily for advertising purposes, or for free circulation, or for circulation at nominal rates' ( Kielbowicz 2009 [9] , 400). This second-class postage was reduced even further (halved) to 1 cent per pound ('a penny per pound') of paper in 1885.
Earlier, Kielbowicz (1984 [10] , 1) had identified a link between the historical development of US postal services and technology and the development of newspapers ? and even the development of social structures in the 19 century: 'three factors affected the quantity of news that circulated through the mails: the speed of delivery, the patterns of circulation, and the form in which the information appeared'. He concludes that: (Kielbowicz 1984 [10] , 179).
? born partly of the colonial post office, the American newspaper grew into a complementary agency of communication that specialised in gathering and processing information (and) the very centrality of the post office and the press in 19th century life drew them into debates about the proper role of federal enterprise (and) the relation of national to international interests
This approach reflected the general political and commercial belief of the time that subsidies which assisted the distribution of journalism-based publications amounted to good policy. President George Washington would have preferred that newspapers and other periodicals travel entirely free of charge (United States Postal Service 2010 [11] , n.p.). However, economics pushed in the other direction and the 'penny per pound' rate was diluted after World War I to 1.25? in 1918 and 1.5? in 1921 (United States Postal Service 2010 ) thus effectively reducing the subsidy. By the 1950s, politicians had begun to complain even more loudly. In February 1951, in a special message to Congress, President Harry S. Truman argued at length for a rate increase:
In The dilution of postal subsidy continued, and by 1988 the 'regular per-pound rate for periodicals' had risen to 12.4?, which ? considering movements in the US consumer price index ? was equivalent to 2? in 1918, effectively a 50% reduction in support. By 2009, however, when Congress announced that it would require 'market-dominant types of mail, which included periodicals, to bear their attributable costs ? (at that time) periodicals covered about 76 percent of their costs ? falling short by more than $600 million' (United States Postal Service 2010 [11] ) the 'per pound' had risen to only 18.3?, equivalent to 1? in 1918, thus effectively reinstating the 'penny-a-pound' regime and doubling the subsidy when compared with 1988. Even more attractive rates remained available for nonprofit organisations and for 'classroom publications'. While a deeper analysis of these movements is beyond the scope of this article (residing more in the disciplines of economics and political science) it is noted that subsidies were mostly maintained during liberal (i.e. Democrat) presidencies, that subsidies reached their nadir during the conservative (i.e. Republican) presidency of Ronald Reagan, but have been reset to a modern equivalent of the original 'pennya-pound' under the Democratic Presidency of Barack Obama.
In Australia, postage subsidies have long applied to periodicals. The rules for inclusion are relatively simple and most publishers have been able to arrange the discount. One of the current authors managed the print publication of a national engineering publication from under the rules of Australia's national postal service, Australia Post, and these remain practically similar to this day.
To qualify, a publication 'must be a continuing printed periodical with a fixed title, and be issued at least twice a year'. The registration process in 2013 closely resembles the process he undertook in 1984: a copy of the publication must be attached to the application form, and the publisher must identify the title, the main activity or industry the publication refers to, and nominate a category for the publication from these six: business-to-business, loyalty, catalogue, newsletter, general interest or special interest (Australia Post 2013 [14] ).
The application also must specify the weight and dimensions of the publication and the name and address of the publisher. The discount was obtained by standardising wrapping and addressing of the publications, pre-sorting the items by postcode regions, and then delivering these pre-sorted bundles of magazines to our local postal delivery centre, not any ordinary post office. The savings were substantial in the 1980s, even considering the extra cost and effort involved in using a sorting and wrapping contractor to fulfil the postal conditions. Similar discounts for periodicals are available today in Great Britain but the conditions are slightly different and pricing is much more complex. Principally, there are tighter conditions in the UK about what qualifies as a periodical:
At least one-sixth of the periodical must be editorial content (and) editorial content does not include advertising material or data or any information relating to a product or service such as pricing information or product descriptions, which relate to either the publisher of the magazine, the owner of the magazine or a third party (Royal Mail 2013a [15] ).
The frequency requirements are similar (it must be published and posted using the Royal Mail Publishing service at least twice a year) and the front cover must clearly show its title and either the issue date, the month, the season or the issue number. There are quantity and pre-sorting requirements to achieve a range of discounts, which vary from 0.5 percent to 4 percent. Catalogues, brochures, directories and exhibition guides are not deemed to be magazines, newsletters or journals. And individual items must not weigh more than 750 grams (Royal Mail 2013b).
[16] Superficial analysis of the pricing system suggests that while the publisher in 1984 was able to calculate individual and bulk-sorted prices using hard-copy price lists and a calculator, he would need a computerised spreadsheet in 2013 to isolate the correct price given the possible variables published by Royal Mail. This suggests that an ability and willingness to operate and understand the outputs of financial spreadsheets is a useful attribute for journalist/publishers in the small-to-medium sized sector.
Other countries
There are examples of subsidies for news journalism enterprises in other countries. This article does not pretend to name them all, but Picard (1985 [17] , 3) presents a comprehensive table of financial interventions by nations to assist media organisations, covering, among other forms of support, tax rates, postal rates, telecommunications rates, education and research subsidies, loans and placement of government advertising. Picard notes 16 countries implementing some kind of intervention and 14 of them provided postal delivery subsidies: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States. Among those, all but Canada, the US and the UK also provided telecommunications assistance.
Examples of other kinds of subsidy are provided for comparison. In Austria in 2010 ( Fidler & F?derl-Schmid 2012 [18] , 2010) approximately ?2.5 million was provided to support distribution costs of daily and weekly newspapers, ?6.6 million was provided to dailies assessed as having special importance for the forming of opinions, and in 2009, ?1.6 million was provided to support quality and training initiatives. Sweden is frequently cited as an example of widespread media subsidies and Ots (2009 [19] ) provides examples of support by the Swedish Press Subsidies Council, especially for news media serving ethic and language minorities (Camau?r 2003 [20] The most recent (at time of writing) contemporary example of government directly subsidising a news media publication which is delivered by email and HTML website occurred in May 2013. The publication was The Conversation, described as 'a not?for?profit company providing independent analysis, commentary and news sourced from the university and research sector and delivered free to the public' (Australian Government 2013 [22] ) and based at the University of Melbourne. The Australian Government's Federal Budget statement (Australian Government 2013 [22] ) allocated $2 million in cash over two years 'to help support The Conversation' and a further $1.8 million over four years by allowing tax-deductible status for The Conversation's managing foundation. The budget papers did not include details of how the cash subsidy might be structured.
While such subsidies are widespread, government intervention in media business is a contested field. Governments have limited budgets and funding for media is decreasing as a result of liberal (marketplace) economic policies, witness the dwindling support for public service broadcasting in Europe, Britain, Canada and Australia. Further, media organisations fear that subsidies may go hand-in-hand with government interference. Existing news publishers in Australia have even campaigned against subsidies (Macnamara 2010 [21] , 30).
The issue of sustainability
Subsidies for news organisations have been granted on the basis that informed communities are healthy and strong communities. While a complete discussion of the merits of this position would be outside the scope of this article, recent examples from East Timor and New Zealand suggest this remains a strong argument nevertheless.
In East Timor, after the disastrous riots of 1999, the withdrawal of news media and the potential reduction in residents' public sphere activity had a destructive effect on communities:
'There is a news vacuum here and rumours thrive because there are no newspapers. Gossip through the grapevine can be damaging to nation-building' (Da Silva, in Cokley et al 2000 [23] , 28).
Research into the effects of media deprivation after the Christchurch earthquake in 2011 ( Winstanley et al. 2011 [24] ) also suggests that targeted and focused new media services can add appreciably to preserving and rebuilding social capital after a natural disaster. Mainstream media did not provide residents in the disaster zone with the information they needed, and power outages meant they could make only limited use of mobile technologies such as SMS and social media sites. They relied on local 'information hubs' with whiteboards and simple newsletters. The aftermath report recommends strengthening existing human communication networks and more robust communication support and technology.
Mobility as a form of capital
One reason for news distribution being credited with enhancing communities ? noted in the early United States, in Australia, in Europe and more recently in East Timor and New Zealand ? is that effective and professional news distribution enhances social capital within communities. Mobilities research (Flamm & Kaufmann 2006 [25] , 167) suggests that mobility (or being 'on the move') is also 'a form of capital, similar to economic, social or cultural capital, present as a factor in social differentiation that modern sociology cannot disregard'. Some of that capital, specifically between groups which are geographically widely distributed but connected by communications networks, can be expressed as 'network capital' which creates interactions 'of similar importance to face-to-face and everyday computing interaction' (Larsen et al. 2006 [27] , 279). More specifically, a significant association has been suggested between increased mobility (trip making/activities undertaken) and reduced risk of social exclusion in both metropolitan and regional settings:
? risk of social exclusion may be reduced by policy and program measures that foster development of social capital, particularly in the metropolitan setting. It is noteworthy that improving mobility itself may be one way to foster development of social capital, giving trip making potentially both direct and indirect roles in reducing risks of exclusion. (Stanley et al. 2011 [28]) Those authors are also able to put a dollar value on the outcomes: (Stanley et al. 2012 [29] , 3606)
If a particular policy, programme or project initiative facilitates additional trip making by someone at risk of social exclusion, that trip has a value of about $17 if the person has average household income, or a higher value if their household income is lower (conversely, if their household income is higher than the average from the sample).
Observations around Australia and internationally strongly suggest that mobility and 'trip making' is more a factor of modern life than it has ever been before and therefore more able to contribute to social capital. Mass migrations driven by climate ('out of Africa'), political disruption ('out of Asia Minor') and economic variables ('out of Europe', 'out of central America') have been a central historical feature since antiquity, but air travel for business and pleasure, sea travel for pleasure and for logistics, and mass travel during retirement after professional careers, either in small groups or large convoys ('The Grey Nomads') are new factors which can be discussed. New possibilities including health clubs (Cokley & Volcic 2009 [30] ) as well as futuristic realms such as space tourism and space colonisation should also be included since embryonic communities now live for long periods in orbit and larger communities are being seriously planned by the European Space Agency and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in the United States . Media enterprises and especially journalism businesses are likely to play a part in these environments because 'news from home' is an aid to social cohesion and sustainability (Cokley et al. 2005 [32] ; Babidge et al. 2005 [33] , Rankin & Cokley 2006 [34] ).
Latest figures (Oxera 2013 [35] ) suggest that satellite-based services for 'people who move' ?known as geo-services ? contribute $150 billion to $270 billion in revenue to companies and governments globally per year. Using a combination of direct effects, consumer effects and wider economic effects, the report extrapolates the contribution of geo-services, calculating an extra $113 billion in gross-value-added products 'suggesting that Geo-services account for roughly 0.2 percent of global gross domestic product ' (Oxera 2013 [35] , iv). The geo-services sector is estimated to be growing at 30 percent per year globally ( Oxera 2013 [35] , vi). The report aligns geo-services with savings in travel, agriculture, logistics ($10 billion), fuel consumption, education and emergency services. It suggests a further unquantified figure of increased competition in many markets (Oxera 2013 [35] , v) which include journalism and other kinds of information publishing.
An Australian report by consultants ACIL Tasman, prepared for the Co-operative Research Centre for Spatial Information and ANZLIC, the Spatial Information Council (ACIL Tasman 2008 [36] ), suggests that what it calls the 'spatial information industry' (which seems to be a subset of the geo-services sector studied by the Oxera report above) contributed $1.37 billion to the Australian national accounts in 2006-2007 while industry gross value added around $682 million (ACIL Tasman 2008 [36], x) . This, it said, 'contributed to a cumulative gain of between $6.43 billion and $12.57 billion in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) ? equivalent to 0.6% and 1.2% of GDP respectively', increasing household consumption by up to $6.87 billion, increased investment by $3.69 billion and increased exports by $2.3 billion.
The Australian Government's new Satellite Utilisation Policy released in April 2013 squarely aims Federal budgetary policy to earth observations from space, satellite communications and position, navigation and timing (Commonwealth of Australia 2013 [37] ). At a stakeholder forum in Melbourne in May attended by one of the authors, earth observation and position, navigation and timing were identified as the major economic drivers in this policy but communications, where journalism participates, is at least a major contributor even at Number 3.
The economic contribution of journalism within geoservices [26] iii [31] iv A noticeable gap in both reports and in the Satellite Utilisation Policy is any direct mention of the contribution to the global economy of geoservices-integrated journalism, namely journalism services provided specifically for mobile populations using networked communications. The same gap exists in the policy for Australia's new National Broadband Network (NBN), which is tasked only with installing infrastructure to supply fixed broadband services to 100% of Australians. In the words of the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) 'Every premises in Australia will have the ability to access the NBN by either a fibre, fixed wireless or satellite connection' (ACMA website 2013 [38]), emphasis added). However, as part of its planning strategy, the ACMA has conducted a review into the future spectrum requirements for mobile broadband, and this suggests that:
? mobile broadband services are an economic enabler within society and the provision of these services, technologies and applications in the wider community is in the public interest ? (and) demand for spectrum to support mobile broadband services will increase over time. (ACMA 2011 [39] )
The current article aims to address the gap between existing fixed broadband policy and future mobile broadband needs with a relevant case study. The instance investigated in this project, Headland Media , is one in which a profit-motivated news publishing enterprise uses satellite-based communications technologies to connect widely distributed groups of individuals who together exhibit the characteristics of mobility capital, and to deliver specifically journalism content for a fee. This approach by Headland Media is considered noteworthy because of the increased productivity it suggests, including the increased business competitiveness it introduces to the global news market. Other journalism enterprises are also entering this market and so we expect this project to have wider significance.
The communications technologies specifically employed for this task are email by satellite and the Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) for text documents. PDF is arguably the world's most common file format for Internet communications, apart from HTML. Adobe estimates there are more than 1 billion PDF files in circulation (Adobe 2013 [41] ), quality assured by the ISO 32000 open standard. Earlier studies ( Cokley 2008 [42] ) have shown that PDF is a common file format for publishing and distributing journalism news products. A defining business characteristic of the format is that PDF transfers the cost of the paper and the ink in a previously printed product to the consumer, away from the producer (Mellor, in Cokley 2008 [42], 127 ).
The study: Headland Media
Headland Media was formerly known as TEAMtalk and has used Adobe PDF format to transmit regular news bulletins to subscribers around the world, including to ships at sea and to Australian researchers in Antarctica. The company was formed as 'IMC' in Liverpool, UK in 1985 by Bernie Thomas and Tim Whalley. Both men were ex-seafarers and had been Maritime Studies lecturers at Liverpool Polytechnic (Henney 2002 [44] )) and conducted governmentfunded research on use of communications systems and computers by ship crews. This resulted in the development of a ship-to-shore messaging system and, later, a news service for cruise companies including P&O Cruises and Cunard, using material sourced from Associated Press, the Press Association, Agence France-Presse and Australian Associated Press. Stories were selected by editors who then used computer coding to form collected bulletins in the various languages offered in the service.
More fully known as TEAMtalk Satellite before the most recent name change, the company is based in Liverpool, England. At various times it has had additional offices in Charlotte, Chicago, Glasgow, Fort Lauderdale, Leeds, London, Munich and Stockholm (Henney 2002 [44] Headland also produces music and news bulletins in retail stores from a radio studio in Leeds. Such bespoke narrowcasts have been studied in Australia, the US and in flight with airlines (Cokley 2008 [42] ).
Jones said (in 2010) that Headland employed about 40 editorial staff on a 24-hour shift rotation.
'Basically we are copy editors ? not journalists writing new stories. We subscribe to major news agencies both big international ones and ones in the languages/countries of our language clients. We also use some Internet news sources and we will check with the major newspapers of that region for breadth of news on that day, to gauge importance of what we've received over the wires, to double check stories/details etc. 'These days the news websites of the major papers often have links to agency copy also for the latest material ? they are not ashamed of doing that because they know that the audience wants the latest ? however, some newspapers put more effort into updating than others. 'We don't usually use local reporters on the ground. For a while we found it hard to get news from the Philippines (so) we did have freelance material (from there) but now we use the national news agency there.' 'The newspapers are daily (for both crew and passengers). We bear audience in mind and to a certain extent with the cruise passengers we understand that it needs to be upbeat ? that they don't want all gloom and doom. However, it naturally depends on the major news of the day. 'The concentration is on the country of those who read it, therefore Britain Today (an 8-pager) as is USA Today.' (Jones 2010 [46])
[40]
Jones described a typical edition of Britain Today: It has two major stories (from home ? of about 10-12 paragraphs) on the front page plus one third of the page side panel on world news ? three stories of 3-par each. The next page carries weather news ? international and UK ? with a 3-par story below that and three moderate length stories in two columns beside that. Page 3 had a similar layout, including a right-hand column of celebrity news. Page 4 is often a 'softer interest feature (perhaps science)' with a quiz, such as a crossword and Sudoku. A page of financial news follows, including stock market reports and about four finance stories. Sport starts on Page 6 and goes to the back page (Page 8) including football and cricket scoreboards, three or four stories, with one major (10-12 pars) and the others slightly shorter. The lottery results and other sports stories complete Page 8.
The publication masthead (a title image on Page 1) identifies each bulletin as Headland SatNews and in some cases carried the brand of the cruise line. Topof-page straps on each other page display the words: 'Headland SatNews (Sources: PA, AFP, AP)'.
The US paper also was eight pages but most others were four pages only. Audience feedback Kate Hart (2010 [48] ) noted that Headland Media had received 'little response' from individual audience members because its primary business relationship was with the travel provider, the cruise line or the ship owner. She suggested that individual holidaymakers were receiving the paper only while transient therefore there was little or 'no chance to develop a relationship'. However, Bronwyn Jones noted that when travel providers had contacted them, Headland editors had been 'very responsive to emails requesting certain things because of the service aspect of the papers':
?
therefore (we) will put a commodities table into the financial paper because someone requested it in a recent email (and it seemed a good idea) ... that will be done ? we do service needs.
Hart noted that the daily bulletins did not include pictures but black-and-white graphics are sometimes included 'where they add to the story':
For a while we did have photographs ? as this has become much easier with new technologies. We did a couple per addition, but we eventually stopped it (and it does have advantage of smaller and simpler files). It took up too much time ? selecting the photos and fitting them into the layout etc. It was adding to the costs ? so in the end we just stopped it. No-one complained or commented. The newspapers continue to be very popular so conclusion is that this is not essential. File size is more important for the merchant ships, not so much for the cruise ships.
Stylistically, the emailed newspapers followed a very conventional inverted pyramid format. The editors provided examples of articles in a Britain Today edition: 'Ozzy Osbourne is to be crowned a "living legend in 2008..." "Keira Knightley was the second-highest paid Hollywood actress last year".' Editors also compared their on-going source content with online editions of major newspapers, for example the Manila Times (English language newspaper in Philippines) to make decisions about major stories. However, wire service stories generally picked up news quickly, they said.
Hotels ? Good Morning News
Headland Media provides a service to hotels for guests to read at breakfast. These editions were single-page, single-sided, mostly confined to singleparagraph 'briefs'. The standard layout included three main stories ? one across four columns, the others below it across two columns, and then six brief 'world' stories and about 12 stories based on the target country, the site of the hotel, such as Good Morning USA; Good Morning France; Good Morning Deutschland. Sports appeared at the bottom at the right. Hotel clients were served in France, Germany, Spain, Italy, United Kingdom, US, Japan, china, Russia and Brazil/Portugal. Jones noted that an Arabic service had been added in 2010, compiled by three young women journalists.
Jones described the work as 'a bit robotic':
(It) probably doesn't allow a lot of creativity and you are working within a fairly rigid format with a limited focus.
However, she said she personally appreciated that Headland news service 'was straight and factual news rather than the less objective sensational stories in many papers today'.
Kate Hart noted that she joined Headland as a foreign news editor providing national news for the guests: 
products and markets. We need to keep looking at new media products. We produce screen products now ? on-screen products, digital news for ships. Basically it's like a teletext (service) (and) we have a non-interactive cycle and an interactive one in all the different languages. (Hart 2010 [48])
All cabins on cruise liners now had TV and dedicated channels so the Headland screen products had been integrated for these: 'We've had three evolutions on this screen product, making changes.' Hart said the agency costs were the major input for Headland. The production software had been developed in-house and using PDF production meant there were almost no other production costs. Salaries were not discussed but this is another obvious cost input, along with physical space rental costs. Discussion and summary
Significant policies enacted by 16 , 18 , 19 and 20 century governments in England, the US, and Australia indirectly but deliberately supported development of news media organisations using postal delivery subsidies as a way of ensuring sustainability of remote communities and of encouraging democracy and the public sphere. Research has suggested these policy initiatives were successful but that the issue of government support for news publishers remains contested, at least in Australia. Even so, there is new evidence that subsidies are being considered in Australia for news publications delivered electronically, although none for publications using PDF production.
The characteristics commonly required of news media publications to be eligible for support ? a minimum number of editions per year, a minimum amount of recognisable information or news content, and standardised packaging ? are clearly evident in the case study investigated, Headland Media, and the interview evidence strongly suggests these satellite-emailed editions are indeed representative of more 'regular' news periodicals.
Econometric data quantify the productivity gains available to nations which emphasise communications services for the 'people who move' market, and mobility research strongly associates mobility ('trip making') with reduced risk of social exclusion, the corollary of which is increased social capital. An average value of $17 per trip is associated with policies which encourage trip making by people at risk of social exclusion. The combination of these factors allows the current authors to formulate a set of policy initiatives aimed at promoting media for 'people who move' as a nation-building project anywhere in the world.
Conclusions
What kind of policies? Based on the data and qualitative information presented, government subsidies should be devised and introduced to support media enterprises which promote trip making and then support 'populations on the move' or in regional and remote environments. Mechanisms for selecting such media enterprises would include identifying and characterising such populations, then identifying media technologies and news content with which to target them. The Headland Media case study strongly supports the proposition that media organisations are indeed capable of identifying discrete populations of 'people on the move', directly addressing their news needs down to a daily level using appropriate languages and localised news styles, and then using reproducible technology systems to service those news needs. As noted earlier, the potential current annual revenue for a similar business would be approximately ?23.4 million, given minimal change from the 2002 and 2010 models previously examined.
Such subsidies would only be effective, however, if the infrastructure were provided for the mobile populations to receive the news products thus encouraged, and this, it is suggested, is the key condition for progressing this idea. The business model of Headland Media only works because passengers and crews on cruise liners, merchant ships, oil rigs and remote hotels are large enough to receive news bulletins while they're 'on the move' as if they are fixed addresses. Passengers 'on the move' in commuter trains can only receive news products if and when reception technology is on board. A key entry point for payment of subsidies to support journalism for people on the move, and consequently to enhance the social capital of populations on the move, is at the point of manufacture of devices which enable such mobile reception. The current research suggests that a subsidy should be paid to device manufacturers who also provide journalism services for mobile populations. Recommendations for enabling this are outlined below.
The introductory metaphor of the rabbit hole and the looking glass, drawn from the 18 century works of Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (the English writer Lewis Carroll) provides some insight into what is happening here. The convergence that Jenkins (2006 [49] , 3) identifies ? which he suggests 'represents a cultural shift as consumers are encouraged to seek out new information and make connections among dispersed media content ? (and which) occurs within the brains of individual consumers and through their social interactions with others' ? is represented by the ever narrowing of the rabbit hole down to the level of the individual, and indeed the individual's brain functions. But 'through the looking glass' a new divergence is possible, where consumers are encouraged out of their rabbit holes with servings of information from familiar places ('news from home') through focused media channels (emailed PDF bulletins) which encourage social interactions with others ('We've been told there is a stampede among passengers and crew to collect them at delivery time.') .
Instead of media enterprises chasing disappearing audiences with only one set of journalism products, this introduces the concept of journalists and publishers first identifying and characterising viable audiences, then addressing their news content needs with appropriate technologies. Some aspects of such an approach are hardly foreign to contemporary journalists and publishers: newspapers for train, bus and ferry commuters were commonplace historically, strengthened at the end of the 20 century and remain popular today; radio and video services for aircraft and ferry passengers have been known for decades and continue to develop technologically (Cokley 2008 [42] , 135); news tickers on billboards beside footpaths and highways are also commonplace ( Cokley 2008 [42] , 132). The new ingredient which is missing is that these journalists have written their stories first, then wondered how to sell them to the diverse mobile audiences using convergent channels. This article proposes that governments devise policies which encourage journalists to seek out and get to know the audience members first, then construct stories and use focussed channels which meet the needs of those audiences.
Recommendations
The Australian Government can enhance the social capital of its mobile and ultra-remote populations by supporting companies: th th th th th th 1. Which develop, manufacture and distribute devices which are bundled with journalism software and content specifically serving mobile Australian populations; and 2. Which recruit and maintain journalists to source and provide that content. This research highlighted one such device manufacturer/solutions provider, KVH Industries, based in the United States but which now owns Headland Media supplying journalism services and products specifically targeting and serving discrete groups of people on the move worldwide. Similar manufacturers and providers already exist in Australia and some are linked with media services. One is Pipe Networks, the fibre network and Internet-exchange company recently acquired by retail Internet service provider TPG Telecom. While TPG does not specifically offer journalism products, other local ISPs do, such as Optus Zoo News (content currently provided by News Corporation) and Telstra BigPond News.
The phenomenon of ISPs owning news organisations is not new: AOL has a long history in owning and distributing journalism products, remaining in that business with the Huffington Post Media Group. Media organisations can own ISPs linked with distribution services: Foxtel and BigPond is the collaboration between News Corporation and Telstra. Organisations devoted to specific mobile populations already recruit journalists and operate targeted news enterprises: the AFL has commenced hiring journalists to support fans who come and go from their stadiums each week; Australia's automobile clubs have long maintained a sizeable network of journalists and publications, many of which (such as Queensland's Road Ahead) are created for digital delivery but just need the connectivity across the final gap to travellers. It is conceivable that news networks with existing commitments to mobile and remote populations ? such as the Australian Broadcasting Corporation or the National Indigenous News Service ? could acquire interests in device manufacturers or connection providers and operate this model themselves using the government support indicated in this article.
Consider a news publication designed for 'Grey Nomads', retirees who travel in caravans and campervans in developed countries such as Australia. Members of this group are increasingly equipped with basic online communications (such as iPads or iPhones) or these can be established in kiosks at van parks, are at risk of social exclusion, and have average or lower annual incomes, making them targets for policy initiatives to improve social capital (Stanley et al. 2012 [29] ). The news organisation would conduct research to attract such individuals, identify their origin and travel patterns, news content needs and technology requirements using online preference selection boxes, then prepare targeted bulletins using email and data-light PDF bulletins.
Since even under the post-September 2013 regime, the NBN is committed only to providing infrastructure for fixed broadband services, ACMA will need to progress plans for mobile broadband to reach this discrete outlying 'Grey Nomad' population. It can do this with a model equivalent to the postal subsidies of the past. Postal subsidies assisted publishers by reducing the delivery cost per item posted based on weight because the weight of the individual item is what costs. A 'Grey Nomad' newsroom would attract a subsidy if its journalists produced sufficiently data-light products, such as the 'lite' PDFs which Headland Media editors said they try to produce. Such PDFs consume less bandwidth than data-heavy video and audio but can contain equal amounts of news, information and commentary in any language.
But the subsidy would be applied at the point of sale of the mobile broadband device, and could also be applied to an annual user subscription. For each mobile broadband + news service bundle sold, or each subscription or renewal that meets the policy requirements (and these can be 'paid' or 'free' subscriptions, depending on the level of advertising revenue from the publication) the publisher would apply to the Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy for a micro-payment comparable to discounts previously available from Australia Post. These payments would be analogous to those distributed by European governments noted earlier in this article and help support the employment of journalists to provide the desired services. In this way the government would continue its historical policy of subsidising the news delivery mechanism by the weight of the item delivered.
